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Abstract

i +    -
The available high. energy_total cross section data for A ,K-,pl and p

6                          scattering  on protons..and-. deu.tenons. are analyzed. It. -is  found  that  the

diffractive (non-falling) components of the cross sections..are compatible

with several different - func.tional_ forms..for...the. energy dependence, including

one in which GI<+p,G.n' p' andic ....will_.rise asymptotically as ln s with coeffi-
PP

cients   in the ratios,  predicted..by. SU (.3) ..and. the naive quark model. The falling

components   of the cros.s sec.tions_are. found   to   be in striking agreement   with

Regge-theory.       The..1 p.:.and.. w...interc.epts   are.  found.to.-be-.a =0.57    and   °to=0.43.

A. comparison with - forwards:nondiffractive. cross sections. verifies the p and w

Regge pole phases. The. data..are. in strong agreement with universality,  are

compatible. with exchange .degeneracy, a 1 indicate a substantial breaking  of

SU (3) . Glauber screening corrections, . with inelastic contributions added,

are calculated and-used. to predict ..the. total cross- sections for scattering

on  deuterium. The predictions...are in. excellent agreement  with  the  data.

)

\

...

' '
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I...Introduction

(1)A new  experiment- ... -.by. Carroll et.al. at N.A.L..has.·yielded very precise
++  -values. for: the tota.l cross. sdb€ions. for. A-,K-,p,-and. p. on hydrogen and deut-

erium targets  at four points. in the. momentum range  50<p      <200  GeV/c.    For-   Lab -
.

the first time a definite. rise. has. been observed. in all of the reactions ex-

-                                                    +cept  the  pp.     The  rise. is. especially. dramatic. in. the.. K p cross section.     Fur-

thermore,   the. new  da.ta.provide.more...exact. and. higher. energy values   for   the

differences of cross sections- than have previously. been available.

The. purpose of this. article.is. to phenomenologically analyze the high

energy data available..for..:hadronrhadron. cross. sections.,. In particular,   our

goals are (a) to parametrize.the..diffractive_components of.the. cross sections

as systematically_and compactly as. possible... (b) To determine whether the

... .falling :components of.:the. cross. sections. are compatible with Regge theory.

(c) To.determine theoretically. the-screening. corrections. for scattering on

deuterium and then. compare.the. predicted. deuterium cross sections with the

data.

The  plan. of.this. article.. is as follows: In Chapter  II we analyze  the

secondary (falling) components of. the-cross sections,which we find to be in

st.riking. agreement. with. Regge. theory.- In principle one would   like to deter-

mine the residues .and.intercepts-of -the  f,p,w,   and A2 Regge traj ectories

directly by forming the linear combinations of cross. sections which single

21:9
out .their cohtributions... .This-is not feasible in. practice, however, because

'-' .the..uncertainties.-in...the-Glauber..screening corrections needed to determine   the
h .

neutron target -cross-:sections .are -larger  than  man   of. the necessary cross section

differences.  Therefore,..in.Chapter II we limit our considerations to proton

target reactions. .We firs.t...fit. the.cross section differences 6(Trtp),  8(Ktp),

and.&(pp) to determine.the-p and..w intercepts (see Appendix A for notations),
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yielding a =0.57 and a.=0.43. The. residues are shown to satisfy u univer-
P             W

sality very precisely and to.be.compatible. with p universality.  Further-

more,   the w residue factorizes, indicating.  that  the (1)
decouples  from  nucleons,

On the other hand, -an- SU.(3). pred.iction relating the couplings  of  the   (non-

degenerate)   p  and  w  trajectories is substantially violated.     It is shown

that  the very - rapidly decreasing
. component..of .the. pp difference  can be repre-

sented.by a threshold modification. of the momentum parameter in the Regge

power without invoking  a. low-ly.ing supplementary traj ectory. The falling  com-

+
ponents of the A p and pp cross sections are also analyzed although the

actual parameters are dependent._upon. the. functional form assumed for the

+
diffractive component of .the cross sections.   The A p cross section supports

f-w  exchange .degeneracy and .supports. an  SU (3) prediction .relating the couplings

of different particles to...the. same traj ectory, The decreasing  part  of  a
PP

is   parametrized. It could..be.-due-to. a. small breaking   of f-w exchange degener-

acy,   a low lying singularity,-or. some..other mechanism.

In Section II-B.we predict the forward differential cross sections for

various-non-diffractive.-reactions..using. the parameters from II-A along with

certain theoretical assumptions... We find virtually perfect agreement with

experiment   for   the- reactions  A-p-MT'n  and  K p + K'p, verifying our parameters

and the Regge pole phase..relations..for the. p and w. Other reactions are

found   to be compatible .with- p-A2. exchange degeneracy, although  aA <a cannot2 P      -
be ruled out.  Charge exchange reactions. for which higher energy data would

.
,                                                 0

-

be especially useful .are suggested.                                                                                     .

In.Chapter III we consider. the.diffractive (i.e. non-falling) components

++of the K p, Tr p, and..pp cross sections.  We find that the data are not suffi-

ciently precise  to distinguish. between several .different functional forms  for

the energy dependence. One.-particularly compact parametrization involves  a
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single logarithm.

5- 1 (j)   =      C.    EM   t.  6+    td: ) (1-1)
L C 10:

d

where  ai  is the diffractive cross section .for particle  i on protons,  mi  is  a

"threshold" factor of order  1000.GeV2,   and  bi  is. a scale of order  1  GeV2.     The

coefficients C<+, Clrt' and-C.  are successfully fixed in the ratio 1:1: *,
suggesting that if this..parametrization holds true asymptotically, at .0 + .

K p' 7T p-

and a   will all grow like ln .s and..be .in the ratio 1:1:+ (which is predicted
PP

by   SU (3)  -and .the naive quark model additivity assumption) .     The  data  are  also

successfully fit to other .functional forms, such as

SI    (d)  =   61£   +   6,  1 6    +    c( Cs (1-2)l,

although no suggestive correlations. between the parameters emerge.  Unfortunately,

+
the parameters of -th.e .falling-components of the T p and pp cross sections are

dependent upon which functional. form is used for the diffractive component.

In  Chapter  IV we consider..the deuterium target cross sections.    At  N.A.L.

energies, thi conventional .elastic. Glauber .correction does not adequately represent

the  entire   screening. effect.. Hence, in Chapter   IV we determine the inelastic

scattering contribution using. available data on the inclusive reaction pp-*P+X

(which-is -consistent with. a.-nonvanishing triple. Pomeranchukon coupling) .   The

inelastic -contribution is responsible for as much as  25% of the screening correc-

tion.  We then combine our estimates of the screening corrections with the proton

          and neutron cross sections .(the latter are computed assuming exchange degeneracy)
.,

to  predict the deuteron .targ.et. cross sections. The results  are in excellent

agreement with experiment.

Appendix A summarizes.our. conventions and notations, and Appendix B is a

compendium of theoretical predictions. for Regge parameters.
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II  Total Cross Section Differences and Secondary

Regge Trajectories

In this chapter we describe  our. fits  to  the  cross  section'differences

++
8('IT   P),   8(K  P),   and.&(PP)..and  tes.t various theoretical predictions concerning

secondary traj·ectories:-----. --

A. Cross..Sec.tion Differences

+Consider first the. p..and_.w trajectories.   We have fit. 8(Tr p)  to a single

power, the p (see Eqn. AS).,-with the result.

nf

Pi· F     =   (1451    f    ' '
0 5)1 6 (2-1)

0/ = 0.  574    k    O. o i
/9
J

The fit is displayed is. Figure...1... The parameters. of: the. fits are given in

Table   1,    and the extracted. -Regge_.parameters in Table   2.

+&(K  p)   involves. two.traj ectories,   the  p  and  w. It. would. be difficult  to

fit  both. simult.aneously.. Instead, we tentatively accept   the p universality

(or SU(3)) 'prediction..(86).to predict  the p contribution  from   (2-1)   and  then

fit the quantity
l

e':     P'4 --   4  8..    boi- i
8(Kt p) - ·021Ff 'L.6 - x El(r F . 

(2-2)

to. determine the w parameters.. .The excellent fit,„which is shown in Figure 2,

gives

FAr  - - (1.15- * 0,13 ),1.,6                           (2-3)
:

0<      =       O.  433   3:    0.0 1CO

The  difference  A (pp).. involves.not...only  the   p  and  w  but   also a component

-1.5which falls rapidly  (as - PLab    '
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We have found that this. falling.component .can be parametrized simply

by writing

Actrj= iq Cl' -1' '-+ 1P„ (P
pic-i

'Ff    L-CA° ff     L«6- 10
j (2-4)

We tentatively use the univer.sality conditions. (.86)..and..07)to predict B 
PP

and  B     from   (2-1)   and   (2-3) -and.. perform  a  f it. to determine  p . The result
PP                                       -

is

1,  =    (0.7%   f   0. o i) G.92 (2-5)

which is a. reasonable. value._.f.or a. threshold effect.  .The fit, shown in Figure

3,   is remarkably successful.._    This. is. especially. true  when one considers   that

above  20 GeV/c Figure. 3 is really a..prediction, based on universality,   from

6 (7T p) and A (K p).

From. the success of..these fits.we conclude that w.universality, 37 =y , is
very accurate, probably to better than 10%.  Furthermore, the w residue factor-

izes.,  indicating (a)- 'it..is-really..a  pole,  and (b)  that  4)  does.in fact decouple  from

nucleons   (i.e.   74  5.  YK  /10) .

The  fits  are also compatible with the p .universality relations  (B6),  but

since  the .p residues are_ so.much. smaller.  than.  the. w..residues (Table   2),   the  fits

to  A(I< p)  and  8(pp)..cannot- be. regarded. as.a sensitive  test  of  (B6) .

The ratio a /aw is given by

 -       =      ( .3 2.    f    0.0  4
. (2-6)

C.·3

indicating..a.30% .breaking._of..the...SU(3) prediction    (821)    (a =aw also follows   from

meson-meson exchange. degeneracy.. (B4). when combined  with   (Bl)) .

Since a  taw'..any..tes.tiof_the SU(3)relation·2y  = y   (820) is obscured by

the ambiguity that the ratio  y /0(K is dependent on the parameter s  used to scale

s  in the Regge power.    For..s. =. 2m..x 1GeV (which we have used),O N·

71:- O.7 0 t o.o i (2-7)

4- .1. 
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while SU(3) predicts the. ratio. to...be unity. (820).. This. indicates a 30% breaking

of the SU(3) prediction for the factorized residues and a 50% breaking in the

SU(3)' predictions for-the. full residues.   Had we used s =1GeV2, the ratio  (2.7)

would be around 0.64.                                                                       1

We  now   turn   to  the. f.  and- Ar  traj.ectories.  and the question of exchange  de-  '

generaey.= We-shall.see-in. Chapter-  IY   t_ha-t  -the. p-A2 exchange degeneracy predictions

5- + 6- +
KF- Kon (2-8)

6- F     =     69 n

are  compatible  with  the.  data.     However.,   from  Table   2    we  see  that  the  p   (and  A2)

contribution to these. .cross- sec.tions. .is. insignif.icant. compared  to  the w  (and  f)

contribution. Hence,  the_ success of  (2-8) is almost automatic at reasonably

high energies:

The. second. prediction, that G +  and a should have no falling components,KP PP

is much.more stringent because it. tests f-w exchange degeneracy as well as p-A2.

+The K p cross section shows no. hint of. a falling component above 3GeV/c.  However,

there ·is a ,quite substantial dr.op. in a (about 9mb between p =2.0 and p =50
PP Lab Lab

GeV/c). Unfortunately, due to the. rising. component in a it is impossible topp

uniq.uely determine the energy.dependence. of this falling component.    If  we  para-
app-1

metrize this component as. fi   PLab  ' the data are compatible with any value of

a  between 0.3 and. 0.5. A "best fit" yields
PP

p  = (it.1 f e. 3) 4"4 (2-9)
Tf

Orp=       0.41      4     0.0 5
4

(The details. are described...in. Chapter  III).

There are several. possible. explanations. for this component; it could  be  the

effect of a cut or-of a low. lying trajectory.  It is probably not due to the f'

or 0 not decoupling,. as:a lar.ge effect would then be expected in a +P  (see (820)

and   (B 23)). The (somewhat ·-uncentain) value   of a in (2-9) suggests a breaking of
PP
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f-w exchange degeneracy.      If. this.were.  the   case,   and.  if. the. breaking  were   due

entirely to the residues, thento account for

9=
<  )' -  d 

 ' -     1/. 1     14 L (2-10)

/ FF

we..require (Table  2)

_ft-  z    fl  = i. i (2-11)

YJ  4.1

Such. a 20% breaking is. not unreasonable.  However, in order to avoid the

detection of a falling component in. a tp' the exchange degeneracy relation

ty =.y  would have. to be. .r.easonably. well satisfied (or. perhaps  even y  < y ),

In  the next. chapter  we. describe. our. determination  of  

f      d 4*
0      =  31  09    -    /6. 1  2   0. 9)  ,'1 6

(2-12)

ili'p
The. fit successfullf assumes af=ae.

If one assumes f-u exchange, degeneracy,    then one expects   y =y    and   y =y .

Furthermore, SU(3) predicts. yf=2'4 (Here there is no scale ambiguity of the

type found in comparing.1/2. yP. with y ).  Hence, the theoretical prediction              i
K  f,(which also assumes ' factorization  and   B    =0)       is

7TpBe *- 4
 r         71      4 P-            =       (is.1   k   e. 9  w6 (2-13)

\ Tr f          S 11(33 Kr

in excellent agreement with (2-12).

On the other  hand, i the....prf. exchange. degeneracy relation (B5) (which requires

a theoretical extension of.duality ideas to unmeasured meson-meson amplitudes)

predicts f '00
ef      =    1-  1.     =   (14.1  *  o.i)

,•6 (2-14)

Vil'F   L  "  1
.

Observe that. the prf -relation. suffers from the same scale ambiguity that was

encountered in (2.7).

' Of course, both. (2-13).and_ .(2-14). would  have  to be modified  if  (2-11)  were

ff
true...  Howeveri  (2-13).. depends only. on the product YKYp' which cannot differ
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very much from B   because. of. the behavior of GK P'KP

Some possible test.s..of -9-A2- zxchange degeneracy. are described in Section  B,

B) Charge and. Lsospin...Exchange Cross Sections

In. this. section we. pr.edict. the. values. of. the f orward differential cross

sections for various nondiffractive reactions. in. terms. of the Regge parameters

determined from A (Trp). and. 8-(Kp).. Our motivation- is. to test various aspects of

Regge theory,   such·as the Regge phase, p-A2 exchange degeneracy,  and  SU (3) ,

as well as to further test the. parameters of our fits,  The predictions are

compared with experiment and. further experimental work is suggested.

1) A-r'rron

The amplitude for.A. p.charge exchange is

7-#f -*,r°n it ( 121.-ir      -    Trp.»3 (2-15)

- a   ef     { t.-9 15   +  i,   P 0(S61               j     V L«6

Using Eqn..(A2) the forward differential cross section is

ck)
'dt o 6(mir[k. t„'('2,1 10-'

. (2-16)

6 -.95L
i. 8 3 1 &6 76  (GeV)- 

where  we  have  used   the. p. parameters from Table. 2.. Comparison with experiment

is  complicated  by  the. fact. that..the.. p coupling to nucleons is primar ily  of  the

(5)helicity flip type , so the differential. cross section dips in the forward

direction.   Nevertheles.s.,_ the. comparison of  (2-16)  with the experimental data

in  Figure  4 is dramatically. successful;  . this. supports. not  only  the p parameters

(Table  2)  but  also the phase. relation. (A3). which- is appropriate  to a Regge  pole.
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(7)Hence, there is no need to introduce Regge cuts as had been motivated by

(8)earlier experiments which suggested  a  *9  0.7. Our value   for  a also agrees
P                             P

(9) +          ++
with the value 0.56 t 0.10 recently determined from the reaction 1 p+wd

2) K p «K p

The regeneration amplitude is given by

-Tk r =  14  r    =     i  E-Ti.f=Fl' -   TE' r- F- r   (2.17)

=  pt  Ct„ALK .2)1'12  -  1- rl,- .2  *,1 1'-1'
0/0 -W 4

4    f 1-  lT«e,t     ' \ i.3  0

PAr'

Combining Eqn.(A2) and (2-17) with the Regge fit parameters in Table 2, we

predict both the forward differential cross section and the phase $ of the

forward amplitude T o o The results are compared with experiment in
KLP+KsP

Figures 5 and 6, Again, .the agreement is excellent. This verifies  the  para-

meters and Regge phase. relation for the (.0, which strongly dominates the

(5)amplitude. -(B ) /B  =6.L) 0 Incidentally the w is largely helicity nonflip             i
Kp  Kp   '

so the cross section peaks in the forward direction.                                       1

3) ir-p+ nn

The  reaction  n p-,nn should be dominated  by   the  A2 traj ectory. Assuming                     

p-A2 exchange degeneracy,

1" - iI i;' - ki i; (2-18)
rn

/3 = 4A2,                                                                                                                                         1

The  A  -n-A2  coupling. is..predicted  by  the  SU (3) relation   (B23)

j  '     -       -g-     f '   -       1    1 '
. lr 9. - 6 G K (2-19)
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Since (2-19) relates couplings of the same trajectory to different particles,

there is no scale ambiguity.  Hence (using an even signature factor)

-1-fr=th  = a.'1  et  <-,4 * 4 4 d' (2-20)
0  Af

and

-.951

.   1 k)                         . 3,1 ,w,6 (Gev)-2 (2-21)

1 Jt   10                      
                    i  

 &

To make contact with experiment . (in. which the two photon decay of the  n is

measured), we multiply (2-21) by r /r =0,38 to obtainn+2y tot

ck)     » -,851 (2-22)
145  1 11.1, 1147 .»)-9,(40 6   1-*2% .

Comparison with expeniment.is again complicated by the forward dip of the

cross section, but the agreement shown in Figure.7 is quite good above 4 GeV/c,

supporting exchange degeneracy, SU(3), the A2 Regge phase, and the p universality

(13)prediction  of  y . Of course  the  data are also compatible       with a   <a  ,  so
A   P2

higher energy experiments..would be quite useful.

4)   K-p-Ron  and  K n·*Kop.

These reactions are a stringent test of p-A2 exchange degeneracy as

Pwell as the value of B  ,  The amplitudes are
KP

TA-r-4-k0n TY-.„ 2- n     -    -TA-r«r
(2-23)

.

- 3- C -11-J, ,  Tit )
and

Ten - 12.r  =   -TB: r.= 1< r     -     IK n= Kn
T+

(2-24)

=  - 2. (Tir   -  TA' ')FAr

L
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where

1.'  » 9 i- 6- 2 1rwf         p ,(s

itp                  E: f        V=Tr)(s                  /'-#60
(2-25)

_ITt 0(AL      .      6< A

 Al  ,-        2,41       -1-
e D a

* 19    -         I  k F .           s., k.'TA A       .          9-1-«17
"%L

If p-A2 exchange degeneracy. is„valid,.the differential cross sections shoVld

(5,14)
be   equal   for .all (small) values..of... t... This seems roughly true experimentally

for PLab#5, but not.for smaller. p   .  The forward.cross sections (which areLab

again  hard to measure -b.ecause. of. the . sharp forward  dip) are predicted  to  be

1 -1[ )   _     1-     -fird, }'   C- '                                              - (2-26).   Ill-   /                   TOFE  O

-.852
i.4 1 It, 146 /4.V)--2

Equation (2,26).is-.compared_.with. experiment in Figure  8. The agreement  is  good

(17)
above 4..GeV/c..except-for-the.two. highest energy points. Earlier fits to the

(18)low -energy   data...  . have...generally.. assumed. broken p-A2 exchange degeneracy   to

account-for  the  non,-equality_of.the. K p. and  K'n t distributions.

The  rapid  fall ..off-. of..the. cross section suggested.by  the  last two points

would be. hard to understand. on the. basis.. of. broken exchange degeneracy and

might require. strong -absorption._.effects. Higher energy.. experiments on K-p-*Ron

to settle these -issues.. are. clearly desirable.

5)    pp-+Rn    and    pn-*np

The amplitudes

-T=_.         = -F_ - -Ill
rr-e n n , pr =pf 'fn-,Pn (2-27)

7)n ..4 hr   -   Trp= fF    -      /Ph -*pn
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should  also be dominated  by  the P  and    A2.     If  this  were  true the differential

cross sections should be equal for all small,t, should exhibit forward dips,

and    (with p universality) the- forward   cross sections should be given  by  Eqn.

(2-26) .  In fast,.however, the' cross sections show a forward peak, are much

--     -·larger-:than.2.Eqn.:_.(2-26),   and.-th-C-fqrward.crgis  s.sction._falls_yith  an  e-ff esti e

intercept around. zero.    The data and  the-prediction from  (2-26) are shown  in

(21)
Figure.  9.-     ,The..standard 'explanation for what is. happening is that the cross

section is being'.dominated by  the'pion: trajectory  and  a  scalar. conspirator.

What. we wish 'to' point -out here' is· that·for·P    2100' GeV/c the pion contribu-
. Lab

tion  to the. ,Cross section should -be overwhelmed by· the  p-A2  part (see Figure  9).

(22)The two' highest: energy points may already be an indication of this. A higher

energy·  experiment- would'be  very· desirable;..  not  only   to   test p-A2 exchange  de-

generacy. but.:also..to  obtain  B pp.
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-III-. The. To.tal_:Cross Sections

The experimental results. of  Ref... (1)   show  that,   with the exception  of

antiprotons, all total cross sections. o f..hadrons. on. protons eventually   grow

with- energy.    For  the first  t.inia. a clear. increase. has. been observed  in
+        f         -Tr-p,   71'  D,  .K  p.  and- K. D. total. .cross. sections......  In. addition, the accuracy  of

measurements -in  Ref'. ('1) is sufficient to begin a phenomenological examina-

tion   of   the  way   in  which..the. cross..sections increase.

To.   facilitate;  discussion:,--wa -Gill...deal   here -with. ...the total. cross sections
++for pp, Tr p, and K p interactions..  From relatively. low energy experiments it

+is clear that, beyond the resonance region, the. pp and 'rr p cross sections fall
+

substantially, while. the-K.p...cross. section does not... Regge theory attributes

the   falloff   of    the Tr p-- cross section.  to    the   p   and    f traj ectories, while   the

+
absence of a sharp falloff. in..the. K p..cross section comes from the exchange

degeneracy  of  the  f  and  w.,--p. and.A2--'traj ectories. (see Eqns.A-5) .     The  low

energy -falloff  of  the.pp cross- section  is  not well understood,   and may result

from·a breaking of exchange degeneracy, a lower lying singularity, or some

other mechanism. Above  50  GeV/c,. all three total cross sections begin  to  grow

+
with  energy,   with -the  K.-p..cross. section..increasing sharply at lower energies,

as. shown.  in  Figures  10-12.

Following the -scheme..outlined..above, we parametrize the total cross sections

with. the' general form

5 'r DKF
9-,               D"   +  e''r  (1-1 -   4 1'4-1

(3-1)
11' f

.11.7 L46

6-rr                          D               +            B      P -YIPPIL«6
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The values.  of BP  .and a   .ar.e- taken.directly fr.am.the difference measurements
7T p

of  & (7Tp),  and the intercept. af. 'is taken  to  be  the w intercept, determined

from the 8(Kp) measur.ements. as described in Chapter. 2. -In. each reaction,

D,     is the diffractive component..of- the total cross section<23lhe  object  of
1P

primary interest, which-contains.. the..increasing. part  of. the. cross section

for each reaction. The addi.tional term included...iii .a to account for the
PP

low energy falloff  has A  and.. n.  as. free.. parameter.s  in  the  f it.    One can successful-
r-'9

PLab  aily  fit  the pp data without.. such- a term using,for. example a   =ai+bi[ln(-Ei-) 1' PP

with  the. low. ener-gy falloff. of..a coming from this diffractive term  (see
PP

Table 3).  However, we will also investigate strictly increasing diffractive terms,

for which an additional non-diffractive term is necessary for a  .  Thus, we choose
PP

+
a  strategy which .maintains-.exchange. degeneracy  in  the  K p reaction,  and  we

include. the. additional. non-diffractive term in a
PP

The  results  of  the. fitting.-analysis. show the total cross section  data

to be compatible with a number. of functional forms for the diffractive com-

(24)-                               2ponents.. Diffractive components such as u.. =ai+bi ln p   tc (ln p   )
-    - 1P Lab i Lab '

C

Dip= ai+bi(ln pLab) i and Dip=Ci· ln[(plab+mi)/bi] all give reliable fits to

the cross section data (see. Table- 3.)....   It is clear. from this analysis  that

the experimental data are. not meapured to high enough energies or sufficient

accuracy to single out one parametrization over all others.

(25)We investigate. fur.ther.the..parametrization

Dr = C  6 (ic.,6 9 (3-2)

Using this parametrization  along-with.Eqns..(3-1) involves making a three

+                                          +parameter  fit  to. the..K. -p. cross. sec.tion,. a. four. parameter  fit  to  the Tr p cross

section, and a five parameter fit to the pp cross section.  This parametriza-

tion is fairly sensitive- to..the coefficients  Ci  for each reaction,  and  it  is
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found  that a reliable. fit....to..the data..can. be made. with  C  :C :,C in the ratio
K    A     p

1:1:li·   The ratio.'  -=1. suggests..that .SU(3)..arguments..may hold for the coeffi-
'IT

cients C., while the ratio
CK:Cir:C%...of. 1:1:1  would.

be expected from extending
1

the naive quark model .to.-the coeff.icients. Taking the. overall. normalization

(26)
of  .the   Ci  from  the pp-cross_.section-giv.es...the. parametrization

67      -   3. 17  6  -P 6 + 141  Ap
-

.80

n       IL.6. + 206 )  J-      /6.f 1.662 (3-3)
--

p.426
46         '46

6   -  4. 11 14  (P:Ltfft' +    i t.i.30 .Se

1 146                                                                             '

where  a.     are  in  millibarns. and... Lab  is  in GeV/c.. These  f its are illustrated
1P

  by  the  solid curves-.in- Figur.es. .10=12.- The. parametrization    of  the  data  is  not

particularly sensitive-to. the values of m. ·and bi.   By a small adjustment of
1

Ci. in.each. reaction,. reliable-fits..may  be  made. with  mi  and. b.i  varying consider-

ably...     It  -can  be.  concluded,...howev.eri.....that   the scale. bi-corresponds   to a scale

(in. units. of s)  of .s6-.1.-2-(GeV.) 2, which. is. a reasonable value for the energy

scale.   , In addition,  the fits indicate. that the threshold parameter mi increases
++as  one  goes  from  K  p  tos A  p  to  pp  reactions. This gives a phenomenological

+
mechanism  for-. the faster. groi E.h..of. the. K  p cross. section  at low energies.     If

such:a. parametrization .holds..true,.all the total cross sections will grow asy-

(30)mptotically .as a single power     .of. log(p     ) .  with  +  and a + approaching
Lab ' - 7T p

each other, and both approaching. 2/3 a asymptotically, as predicted by the
PP

naive quark model (Eqn.B-30).
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An interesting--result...of_ the parametrization of c + is the extraction
Ap

fof  B    .  a free parameter  in. the_.fit.. . While the value  of the parameter depends
"p.

, on the functional form chosen-.for. the diffractive. component,    the   form  of   Eqn.

(3-2) results in the. v:21,ie.Bf.=.(16.81:0.8)   mb.   TKis. isin close agreement
-' - Trp

-   - with  the .yalue.  24p«15. 9:EQ». &5».b_ -exp:89.ted-«0, 4(Ap)-and.ACKP) -as_ts.cribed-  -=

in Chapter 2.

The   extraction  -of.:the...non-diffractive. component    in_ c is again dependent
PP

on. the form chosen for._the._pp. .diffr.active .term,..as..can. be. seen from Table  3.

For the diffractive form- of .Eqn..(3=2), we..f.ind. n=. 58, a value quite close to that of

the f-w intercept.. However.,   even  with the particular diffractive  form  we

have chosen, reliable fits can be found. with n ranging from .5 to .8, by

changing-4,2 C :,m ,. and- bD--appropriately.

In conclusion, it- should_be. stressed that the total cross section data

admit   to a number of possible parametrizations with different diffractive

components-  While- the. parametrization discussed here appears to represent

the diffractive component.:of. total cross. sect.ions in a unified and theoretically

appealing way,  it is.'by-.no. means- unique..   At  this  time, our parametrization

should. be considered..a. reasonable.interpolation  of   the  data.
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IV Deuteron Screening- and Total Cross Sections on

Deuterium Targets

Until now.we. have..considered only proton target cross sections.     The

reason for this is that the .conventional elastic Glauber correction needed

to extract neutron. cr.oss.-sections  fr.om the deuterium data   is not sufficiently

reliable at high energies:  the. inelastic rescattering corrections become im-

(31-33)
portant.

In this chapter_we_will. calculate- the screening corrections, which  con-

stitute a sensitive test of the.small t behavior.of the data for the inclusive

reaction pp+p+X and. of.the. nonvanishing of the triple Pomeranchukon coupling.

Using the calculated screening corrections and the neutron target cross

sections (which.are- predicted from. exchange degeneracy),  we then predict  the

deuteron target cross sections. and compare them with the data.  Our goal is

to test the inelastic Glauber theory, as the uncertainties in this are larger

than the effects of-a.small..breaking of exchange degeneracy. It should be noted

that the relations.a .Fa . and.0 + =0 +  follow from p-A2 exchange degeneracy
-Pn pp K n K p

.. alone.. Since  the: p. and-A2-couple- relatively weakly (Table  2), any breaking  of

P-A2 exchange degeneracy is irrelevant.for.our present purposes  in  the  N.A.L,

energy range. The. predictions  for  a  -    and a- require f-w exchange degeneracy,K n Pn

which was seen to be.generally. compatible. with the data in Chapter II.  A small

breaking would again_ be-irrelevant  here..   The Trn cross sections are related  by

isospin to the 7Tp cross sections in Eqn.(A-5).

-              The total cross.section for_particle. i on·deuterium is

E-     =   67    +  6-7    .- EL (4-1)L D               l.p            l n

where 6. is the Glauber screening correction.  We will assume that the ampli-
1

tudes.are purely imaginary,.which.is an excellent.approximation at N.A.L.

(34)
energies.
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The Glauber.correction..can be written
.'    i.1.

6£ = lid + 1 2 (4-2)

el . inel

where di  is the elastic.correction and 6i
is the contribution from diff-

(32)
ractively_.produced  higher- mass. intermediate. states. The elastic contribu-

tion is given by

eL -Or-6<" (4-3)

i          gl' Ce, bi)

22
We have chosen. a..Gaussian  form. for  the. deuteron form factor,   exp (-R  q  )  with

N

R2=37 GeV-2 (see.Ref:32);..bi.··is. the.elastic slope,

The inelastic correction. can be computed from a knowledge of the diffrac-

tive part of.the   inclusixe_ cross. section  i+p-+p+X  and   is very sensitive  to  the

small..t=behavior: of._.this. cross.section..    In. the. triple-Regge model,   a  non-

vanishing: triple  Pomeranchukon..vertex is. expected   to give important contribu-

inel
t-ions   to    6i ' Recently.,...high. precision   data. have become available   from   the

(35)p+D+D+X experiment      at- N...A..L.., which  show. that up. to  |t =Q.03 (GeV)2 there

is   no   indication.  of --:thel.ver.tex-s.tarting. to vanish. From these   data,   the
(36)

ptp+p+X  cross-section.has-been.extracted and parametrized by Goulianos

in the following form:

1 SL  A i  Bt .--=-Be (4-4)

elt JM'        Ma

where

0 06
-      3    (G.v)-'11 == [ ' .   -IJ

(11*-  1.3 5)  +   0
0 1 . (4-5)

and Ai=p=O.7 mb..10ne can. easily recognize that the parametrization (4-4) becomes

the triple-Pomeranchukon.. expression for large values   of the missing  mass  M   and

has  the proper,ty of taking_ pr.operly into account the correct t dependence  for
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small missing masses.

Using   (4-4).,   the -inelastic..correction reads (32)

09                    - 16. ('fl In: f                ,

21,        -   -  "
1 R*+ B    M 

i "el -·9% 8 e          iM     ·                        (4-6)
'il:

where  y=mD  R/s   (sV 2m .PLati)'.and.. m   and  In   are.-the..proton. and deuteron masses.

inel6          has  beeri  evaluated. namprici,1'ly. 1-Aking- M221...7.(GeV)2. Typical values  for
P
inel

6   are.0.,48. mb at 50 GeV/c and 0.75 mb at 200 GeV/c.  As the elastic correction
P

el
is.   6      -  3   mb,       .we   see-that-..the inelastic. contribution is substantial    (as  much

P
inel inelas  .25%.of. 6.0:.    We..will  assumE 6 = 6-    (as is appropriate in the triple

P                       . ....    P           P
(37)                   -2

Pomeranchukon region), take b.  -  b-.  11.3 (GeV) , and use the parametrizations
P   P

for a and a-  obtained in. Chapter 2 and 3 along. with exchange degeneracy to
PP PP

compute a D and apD.  The resulting cross-sections are compared with the experi-

mental  data  in. Figare 13....We consid.er the agreement between the theoretical

predictions and the experimental data to be remarkable. ,

+Since there are no..available data for the inclusive processes 'IT p+p+X or

+K p+p+X at small. t values  we. will  make   the . following approximations in order   to
inel inel

compute -61      ..and.·.6IC --a)....start..the integration. in  (4-6) at M2=5(GeV)2 in order

...    ..to. get  rid  of. the  small-„masses;...since. in. this. region_ the. triple-Pomeranchukon

picture   is not expected to.be. valid (the.. reader should   keep   in  mind   that   the

calculation  is...very:. sensitiv.e..to.. the  t  dependence).     Take

6-- A  -  14. A

A·Ir =   11 nt' -  39 nr   ,  Aic=   Ar.= t  Af (4-7)
,,

in.Eq. (414).  .This. approximation..has.been.checked by computing the inclusive
-                 (38)distribution.in: the. high  missing. .mass region  for  the  A p+p+X experiment

at- 205.. GeV/.c  .and   good-agreement...was..found......b)..Use the estimate   of   the  Al
enhancement of Rf.33.(one. gets.-C:..0.12 mb).as representing the contribution of
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the small missing- masses;_ we.have  arbitrarily. taken.0.08  mb  for the small

mass region contribution..to. the Kp+p+X reaction.. Since the elastic slopes

are. not known  in the NAL-range,-. we  have  left  b.Ir  and  bK  in  Eq.(4-3)  as  free
+

parameters and. have de.termined_ them. through. a. best fit. to the K D and Tr D

cross sections. Therefore. our.. results-for_ 61<  and   67r  are not entirely  pre-

dictions; however the. sensitivity..of. (4.-3) ..to.the exact values of  b,T and  bK
-2is small. The..values obtained   are b.Ir=6 (GeV/c)72. and. b =9.5 (GeV/c)     .     The

value obtained for b  . is somewhat smaller -than.would  have been guessed  from
1T

-2                                    inel
the lower energy data (*8.5(GeV)  ). The errors in our estimate of 6

'IT

and in our parametrizations. could account. for the difference.

f          -                    +
The computed. cross sections for.Tr D,  K D,-and K D are shown in Figures

.

14   and 15 along with..the exper imental  . data....  . The agreement is again excellent,

although the prediction.for. a  - is slightly higher  than  the two highest energy
KD

data points.

We  consider the. agreement. between- theory and experiment  for the deuteron

cross  sections · to .be.a very..strong.conf irmation  of the theory of inelastic

(31-33) (35)
screening corrections. and...of..the.. inclusive .data which indicates a

nonvanishing triple-Pomeranchukon vertex.

Finally, we consider 8.(K D)  and 8(pD). From Equations  (4-1)  and  (A-5)

we have

DEF (4-8)

ACED)=   48«'      f i- -   )  =4 5    8
Rf

c
9'F  (R'* 6R)

K  Kf                       -

and

A(rD) =   4 88  1 i :      ) -  4 Tr BirTr \
Bls  l'K + br) (4-9)

* I
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where  we  have  npgl prt-pri   A  „pry  RmAl 1 tprm proportional. -to..(Blo) 2 . Neglecting

the .energy dependence  of. DKp  and_D   (a second order effect), the energy

dependence of 8 (K D) .and..8.(PD) is. predicted to be paw-1 which. is in complete
Lab'

agreement..with the data.

(1)
Using   the  data..for -a&+D  and. a    .in  the.50-200 GeV/.c range we predict

PP

. from (4-8) and (4-9):                      '

 <   =   O.16   £   O. 0 i                                                                  (4-10)

Tr=     0.12      1       0.01

We have fit..8(K D)...and.-8(PD) using the values for aw and B ,=38   from
Table. 2...    For  &(pD.) . was. replaced by p   -PD. where p  was fit in order

'-PLa6 Lab  o'

to describe the..very low energy. behavior correctly.  The result is

-46    =       0 ·10   f      o.  oi (4-11)

T      =       O,  %1    k     M o i
I                             or

1' D    =     (0.14   4       0. o n)   G.v/2

..      The-  details   of: .the. fit_are...gixen in .Table.  1. .The agreement between    (4-10)    and

(4-11) is reasonable, .especially when..one considers  that  8(K D)  and  8(pD)  are

small quantities. . ...They...are..very sensitive to' systematic errors  in  the  data  and

to_ the. apprnlrimpt-inng' mArlp  fnr thp screening corrections.

-               We conclude .therefore..that-w universality .(BW 93BW ) and the screening
PP   KP

.corrections. in: Equation.. (4-8) .and.. (4-9)  are ..valid .to around 5%.

1-
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V. Conclusion

We have analyzed and fit the.available data on the total cross sections

ft  -of Tr ,K ,p, and p on. protons. The..resulting parameters were used to predict

the forward differential cross sections. for several non.dif fractive reactions,
/

and the predictions were compared.with experiment.  The .(inelastic) Glauber

S.Rreening_co-rrections for_the_ scattering-of_pions.,-kaons, and-nucleons-on .      -                      -

deuterium were determined; the corrections., when combined with proton target

cross sections, were used. to. predict. the deuteron. target. cross. sections, which

were then compared with experiment.

Our conclusions are:  (a). the diffractive components of the cross sections

are  compatible with several. differ.ent functional forms .for the energy dependence.
++

(b).  One very compact parametrization -predicts  that. the  K  p,   1  p,   and pp cross

sections will all rise asymptotically as ln s. The coefficients will be in the

ratio 1:1:i predicted by -SU(3.).and. the naive quark model ..     (c) The parameters

of the falling. components of a + and a depend on the functional form of the
Ap PP

diffractive component.  (d) w universality is satisfied extremely well, while

p universality is compatible..with. the data..  (e) Factorization is successful, 1

the  (1)  decouples  from  nucleons,.and. the data supports   Bf  =0.      (f) The amplitude
7T P

phases predicted by Regge- theory  for  the  p  and  w are correct.     (g) SU(3) relations

between the -residues of. non-degenerate traj ectories are substantially violated,
while SU(3) ' relations involving the same. trajectory are compatible with the data.

(h) f-w.exchangedegener.acy-is supported  by   the data, although the falling  com-

ponent  of.  "a could indicate. a. small breaking.   '.(i) .p-A2 exchange degeneracy  is
PP

compatible'with the. data.,; but. further experiments are required.   (j) p-f exchange

degeneracy  for  residues -appears. violated,   but   the   test is dependent   on  the  para-

metrization  of.  the. diffractive...component  of  a  + . (The predictions for secondaryAp

traj ectories  can be summarized as. follows: all lines in Figure B connecting  the

f-w. complex. to  the p-A2 complex are. violated. Lines within  the  f-w  and  the  p-A2      '
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complexes are supported. by_..on .compatible with the. data) . (k). The  inelastic

contributions to the Glauber. screening corrections.,computed. using inclusive

scattering data which suggest. a nonvanishing triple Pomera,nchukon coupling,

are substantial .(up.to..25%.-of .the .entire correction) . (1) The deuteron cross

sections which ard predicted (assuming f-w and. p-A2 exchange degeneracy as well

as the computed screening corrections),   are in excellent agFeement  with  the  data.
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Appendix. A. Notation and Conventions

Our amplitudes T(s,t) are normalized so that the total cross section is

1   f
61 (-'53     =         -     .LY '.lm _*.6  (-S, 03 (Al)

 et

where p ies/2m  is the
laboratory momentum. in GeV/c.. A differential cross

Lab

section is_given  by-      .      --.    -_- .     --                                                                 -

i      1711'
(A2)

Dlt  12.:  --il--
We denote the diffractive.component of the total cross section, which we

assume is an isosinglet, by Dab(s).

The contribution of a normal Regge pole with trajectory ai(t) to Tab+ab

is given by

-ill' e l                     «  

22 ("   («--   )   p.'.                                            c  "

where the minus·  (plus) .sign. applies  to  even (odd) signature traj ectories.  The

residue Bl  factorizes:
ab

r.6      =       f' X' (A4)

If a or b is a Fermion, (A4) is true for each helicity amplitude.  At t=0,

however, only the helicity non-flip amplitude su4vives.

We are mainly interested here in the f,f' p,w,$, and A2 trajectories,

all of which have intercepts near 1/2.  Their properties are listed in Table

A.  ,     It is generally -believed that the $ and f' decouple from nucleons.(5)

The total cross. sections of interest here are                                          -

f             S

CE,-P Dgv    L    B_       +  B" r -Irt
(A5)

%,t'  =    ID„V    +   734      -  1244'11'p

6-- 6*t11'72 =
11- 9

EL         -         .Cr
11 YL

-

u Tr-2
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6--                           .9                 -'       .%,        .1-     3: r        -1-    Br'.       t.     8 ,K r.          S f
6.i' f               'DE p     +     .51         -7         -    E        +    Dr-, A&

K'           Mp          .  E p           Kr

991     19,7 + 91  - 1  + 7%  - »VK p                           F f                         L.,1 E P-                                                     Ft

61.'1,               -D         -1-     S.'4r     +   131 r    -
1.) ap - »

Bf
DFf      ¥f

616=    =      ..Drr    +    4    -+   S.ibf f   +   35"      -+   -2,691                                        ff        Tr

0Ff = Pri' + 1 - -eff - D +ID
1-) C.. - A-L

re                     rf         17

=    Drf + 51 - 06:, + -Bi' - .5:f YL

6.FY'-
- D + 1 + 1 -

(. -- B:re            e          fr           re
i              i   i       « · -1

where Bab E Ya b PLa   ,        Of course, lower lying trajectories should in

principle be added to (A5). The f'($) trajectories, if present, would enter

(A5) with the same signs as the f(w).

We shall sometimes.use the notation

A (*63 616- 616 (A6)
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Appendix B. Compendium of Theoretical .Predictions for Regge Residues

In this Appendix we summarize various. theoretical predictions concerning(39)

the couplings of secondary Regge poles (f,f',P,w,$,A2) to pions, kaons, and nucleons,

We   concentrate on three  maj or. ideas: 1) Exchange degeneracy, which relates   the

couplings  of  odd signatur.e. vector trajectories to those  of even signature tensor

trajectories.  2) P and w universality, which relates the couplings of vector mesons

.to pions, to kaons,  and. to nucleons.   3)  SU(3) , which relates the couplings of

different particles and trajectories within SU(3) multiplets. The different classes

of predictions are summarized. in Figure B .

Several comments  are. in. order :     a)   To  aid in making reliable tests, predictions

are generally expressed in. terms. of.factorized Regge residues rather than as sums

or  differences of total cross. sections.    b) The major predictions of higher  sym-

metries, such as SU(6), are generally equivalent to the union of SU(3) with uni-

versality.  c) As the:.data seem to be in striking agreement with Regge theory,

we do not consider quark model. additivity predictions, except when they are ex-

pressible in Regge language.  d) Mbst of the predictions can be straightforwardly

generalized to indlude hyperon-baryon. and strangeness exchange cross sections,(40)

(41-44)1) Exchange Degeneracy

Exchange degeneracy comes in two forms.  Weak exchange degeneracy predicts             _

that pairs of.opposite..signature traj ectories should be equal   (e,go   a (t)   =

GA2 (t)),   while
strong. exchange degeneracy further asserts' that the residues  are

equal   (e.g,   BP  (t) = 8,2.-(t).). The "modern" theoretical motivation for exchange
KP KP

degeneracy is as follows:  1) assume the existence of finite energy sum rules
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(without  wrong- signature.fixed..poles). .for   full scattering..am:plitudes (which

(45)are. not of- definite signature) .   ' 2) Adopt the Harari-Freund ansatz: the direct

channel resonances  are  dual .to secondary Regge traj ectories while the nonre-

sonant background.:is. dual...to.  the Pomeronchukon -singularity (diffraction) .

-                .   .3). Hence, for channels.. which are exotic (no direct channel resonances)   the

secondary Regge' trajec.tor.ies- must. cancel. This r.equires the equality  of  both

the traj:ectory functions_ and r.esidues of pairs of. opposite signature Regge

poles.

The predictions based. upon. the. experimentally accessible meson-baryon and

baryon-baryon. amplitudes  are:

«& = «AA
(Bl)

Of = «(0

0(,1,=    0( 9
and

1;        4. i;'                                            »»' 4 4 1i OF2'/

·                                                                    r

vt    6. i;
A W:

01<                       02    01<

1 4,      4, 15P,

-                                                                                                 lit             
     ,   '49

where s],s2'-  and s.3- are. t..1.. Equations (Bl) and (B2) should also apply for ttO

(the predictions for--the baryon.residues. then apply  to  each spin amplitude

separately).

Equltions (Bl) and. (82) are equivalent to                                          -
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6-i'r    --     0 E'*    =    .  D-F f                                                      (83)
tr* - 5-'
C,fr

-

r 11 fr
, 1/2 (46)That is, these cross. sections should   have   no 1/s parts.

If one further speculates that the duality arguments apply to meson-meson

amplitudes, one can also predict

oLS - off (B4)

and

1 f        64    Tr                                                                            (85)

f f.           -3      v sU & =  4 05
4,- o

For such theoretical. developments of exchange degeneracy as bootstraps,

the. prediction of higher symmetries from SU(3) and exchange degeneracy, ideal

nonet mixing angles, and the necessary failure of the Harari-Freund ansatz

for ant ibaryon-baryoa channels, we refer the reader   to   Ref.     (42)-(44)    and   ref-

erences therein.

(47-49)
2) Universality

p universality is.the prediction

1 VS - Vf = 4, (86)2 ..Ir - UE .UP

at t=0, while w' universality states

 C  =      3     4                                                                                      (87)

C JCO

It is implicit in (B7) that

49      -      0
Ot

-
(B8)
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Universality'can: be  motivated.  in. two. ways.:.. 1). In quark· models, universality

follows :from- the assumption. that.. the. p couples universally  to the quark isospin

current,  and  that.  the. w. couples. universally  to the .number of nonstrange quarks

in the hadron.

2) Universality. also. is pnedicted by the union of vector'-meson dominance

with SU(3) (with ideal. nonet mixing.).. This. requires "smooth extrapolations"

between the points  (1,0)., (1,m ),and  (5) G),0)  in  the  (J,t)  plane.

Equation (B6) implies

A (Tr'f)= LJ CK'f)- LJ(1<'+) (B9a)

0  .6 (ff) - 6 (rn) (B9b)

while (B7) implies

8 (pr) +   6 »3   -  3  L t: , CK' «)+  6 (K'vi)] (B10)

(89)  and   (BIO)   can  b'e  combined. to yield a result independent of neutron targets:

LJ (ff)   =    3    (PEr)  _   6 011', P) (Bll)

Of  course, low lying. traj ectories (aso) should violate   (B9) -(Bll) .

3) SU(3)

(5 -52)Consider  the  .SU (3) invariant couplings  or an octet of pseudoscalar mesons

$£,£=l...8, an octet: of. baryons 41£, nine vedtor mesons v ,0=0...8, and nine
tensor meson t£.  Defining. the matrices

M--1-3,-A 9\Ii    t= 1        t       e-

6   -E    4   A  ''Xt ':11  ' (B12)

 T = 1 f 4 ni
4£     tro       /1 E   V t

T = 4 6 Attl
L
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where  A    E J   I,  the  most. general invariant couplings  are
0

L  -V MM   -  4   1Mr   Tr  (  M[V, Mj j (B13)

which  is pure  f  type  (.(Tr V) (Tr MM) is forbidden by charge conjugation)

Lv-84  =  fi Ay [ i T. (*, Iv,al)
(B14)

*  %-fv)-1-r    (    i V, bl)

+  p CT. V )  C -1-,  8 ) 1

L                       =     621             F    Tr   (M I T,   M  )TMV UMT L (B15)

t     &   t-r -EJ   ( T.  M M j· 1

which   is   pure  d   type,   and

L T-68 -- 7BT , *rli   '    L f   Tr (S [T,51)
(B16)

+ li- ir)Tr ( i3{-r,731)

'    S    (T. T)(Tr  8)  1

where.YMV' YBV' YMT'YBT' fv' fT' 8, 6, and 6 are arbitrary constants.

The  SU (3) predictions.  can .be. made in three stages:     1)  With no assump-

tions concerning (1)-03: and. frf.' mixing., the only predictions of interest here

are

1- 4% = 256
(B17)

and

0 - I * 34:f .  (B18)

'1 'll
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Eqn.. (817),.swhich.,alse.-follows-fr.om. p universality, leads. .immediately to (50)

(52)
(895)  .       2)    In   the   second..s.taga _one:assumes ideal nonet mixing

CO z 6 1 + IT 1
9  =  i  49 -  F 40 (B19)

f  - 6 te + 3 t.
2-' -    t9- 1  t.

This. .ideal mixing, which- is supported   by the. Gell:-Mann- Okubo formula,   is

suggested   by the quark: model:- ...it.  corresponds.  to.  the.  w   and f being composed

of  ·nonstrange  ·quarks only; while   the   (b   and.  f.'    are   composed of strange quarks

only, Ideal mixingis: :also..predicted. by...exchange degeneracy. In addition   to

(B18) one now has

1-45_12 =   = FLics - 4
1   11        vi<           K          V A     R    - O M V (B20)

3).In the'third: step:,:. one. assumes. y  =O, (which is supported by the experi-

men.tal fact  that.the f ' .does. not. decay into two pions..and is predicted by

exchange degeneracy),   and  .y  ' .= 74=O, (which is supported by previous Regge

fit's) .     Both  are  predicted-by..the. simple quark .model.,. since the proton  and

pion are composed-:of-nonstrange. quarks only.   It  is also usual to assume SU(3)

breaking in the sense that
0 = 6< 1  <f               (821)
'- s          c©

c<Aa= 'Lf *' 0<f'
which corresponds to. giving the. strange quark a different mass from the non-

strange quarks,

One  now-.has (in addition  to   (B20))

E = 0
p- a t-4 (B22)

S = 2*T- i
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and

/ f   -     _.i_   ,/ b-    4
 f -  4fvi °1 -

08'
(B23)

-      1 A,      -       4 A,    -        4%        =          -  4 -   4f       =       i  1     =        Y M T
1          v.|r ei        -            U k                -               v 14

-                        -  91,2 -  -4-- fri-=-feT-*.*Of    4 ffi
D'

4 9      =        i,        = 11:
-- 0

vr     f

Of course, equations (820), (821) and (823) can be extended to t40.

, 4) Combinations

By combining any two of exchange degeneracy, universality, and SU(3) much

stronger predictions emerge, For example, p universality  plus  SU (3) predicts

1 =f *(824)
MV U 13\ 

while the further assumption_.o.f. w .universality implies

4- =i (B25)
IV

'

From (820),(823) and (825)«B24) is not required) one finds the Johnson-Treiman

(53)
formulas

A (k'f)  =  l A (12'6 =  a. & ( « (B26)

which were originally suggested by M(12) symmetry (which also yields f =1) .
(54)

Adding the universality. condition. (824), one obtains the Freund relation

6 C f F) = 4
6 (fm)  =  6 6 (lr+P,) (B27)

The combination-of SU(3)..with. exchange degeneracy implies
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i =   i
P .--5
<Mv -  2 AT

(B28)

Yev *-  1 187

%) = 't' = e(»f - «
If one combines.. SU (.3); universality, and exchange degeneracy,   then  all

of.the couplings can be expressed in terms of. YMV = TP' as illustrated in

Figure B.

5) Diffraction

The  assumption.  that .the. Pomeranchukon singularity  is- an  SU (3) singlet

implies

D=D (B29)
11'r          Kr

(55)
while-  the  naive' quark: additivity assumption implies

A D -D = ID
3         f f     -         Tr r                   K f                                                   (830)
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TABLE CAPTIONS

1.   Fits to cross section differences.  All momenta are in GeV/c, and B b=
i  ai-

B  P     ·  X 2/14 is the total chi-squared divided by the number of degreesab lab

of freedom.  The errors given on the parameters have been determined by

a standard least-squares fitting procedure for functions nonlinear in

the coefficients.  For practical purposes, such a determination tends to

underestimate errors. See, for example, P.R. Bevington, Data Reduction

and Error Adalysis for the Physical Sciences, (McGraw-Hill, 1969)p.242.

2. Secondary Regge parameters determined from 8(71 p), 8(K p), and  8(pp).

Also included are the parameters determined in Chapter III.

3.   Parametrizations of  GK+p' 01+p' and a   using various diffractive forms.PP

In cases· 1)-3),  the  fits  are made as described below Eqns.  (3-1).    In

case 4), c is parametrized without a term B
PP PL b'

X2/1/ given for each
PP

fit is the total chi-squared divided by the number of degrees of freedom.

A)   Properties of the major Regge trajectories.  The last column refers to the

principle. coupling. to nucleons  for  t00.
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Table 1

Plab number            2
X /VQuantity Value Range of points

-n
8(7T p)=cp c=(5.24t0.10)mb 4.43-200         27            0.82Lab

n=0.426*.01

8(K p)-2BP=cp -n
Kp   Lab c=(15.910.25)mb 3-200            22            0.66

n=0.567+.01-

a -18 (p.p)=2 BP  (PLab-po)ap-42 #  (p. _.-p  ) w p =(0.78t0.01) 2.75-200         23            0.65
PP pp  LaDO         0

8(KfD)-4EK BKP . EK=O' 90 fO· 01 3.0 -200         22            0.84

a -1

8(PD)=4EpB (pLab- P )
W.

6 =0.8720.01 2.50-200         24            0.83
P

PI)=.(0.941:0.02)0
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Table 2

Quantity Value Comment

a                           0.574*0.01

a                           0.433tO.01
CO

1-Bp =89 =Bp (1.31*0.03) mb B   determined from
1 9TP  Kp pp Trp                   +

8 (Tr  p)

1 yP = VP =VP (1. 141:0. 01)(mb jf
-5 1 IK  'P

3 BW    =Bu                                                                                                                                                               
           w(23.9t0.4) mb B   determined from

KP PP KP            +
6(K p)

   =3'K (4.881:0.04)(mb)1

f
B                            (16.8kO.8) mb assumes af=awrp

f                                                                 '                                       fw
Y                                                (3.44*0.18)(mb) A assumes y =yPP

a 0.42t0.05 effective trajectory for
PP G   falloff from parame-

PP trization (3-2)

B                            (11.1*0.3) mb effective residue for G

PP                                                          falloff from parame-
PP

trization (3-2)

-
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Table 3:  Parametrizations of Total Cross Sections

+                      +Reaction
 

KP 7 p                     pp

No  of Data        19                      25                       66*
Pts.

 Lab
Range 8-200 GeV/c 10-200 GeV/c 4.5-2000 GeV/c

PLab+mi
1) Diffractive Term:  D  =C  ln(        )ip     i          b,

1
f

C.,B 'B in millibarns: n    m .b  in GeV/c1 Vp PP '      =Lab'      i '      i

C.-3.27t.07
Ci=3.27E.07 Ci=4.91*.111

m.=149+7 m.=206+23
mi=541*541 1

b.=.80=.03
bi=.33*.02 b =.30*.061 i

Wk/& = .56 Bf =16=8*,8 B  =11.1*.3RP                        pp
..2 i
X   /-0   = 1.2 7 n = .58+.05

X2/v = .99

2) Diffractive Term:  D: =a.tbi ln p   +C (ln p   )2
1p 1 Lab i Lab

f

ai'bi'C.,B  .B   in millibarns; p in GeV/c
1  7TP- pp Lab

a:=18,3,£.3 a.=14.4f 3.3 a =22.6*.9
1                                1                                i

bi=-.98t.20 b  =1.56f 1.08 b.= -2.19*.341 1

 i=-24*-03 c..0.Ot 0.1
Ci-.41t.02·1

-

X'/V = .45 8*  =29,44 5.1 B  =23.5t.9
Trp                                                pp

Wr/4 =1.07 n = .07*.02

 2/v = 1,16
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Table 3:  Parametrizations (continued)

+1+Reaction KP Ap PP

C.
1

3) Diffractive Term: D +bi(ln p   )ip=ai Lab
f

ai,bi'Blp,Bpp in millibarns; pLab in GeV/c.

ai=17.1t.1
a.=11.2f3.2 a.=7.65f.98
1                                 1

bi=.013:.006 bi=3.14*1.81
b =1.62*.26
i

c.=3.35*,29 c.=.76f.18 Ci=l.31f. 061                                  1

f
X2/v = .48 B =32.2*2.8 B  =39.7tl.0

Ap PP

X2/v =1.07 n = .16t.10

X2/v = 1.70

di
4) Diffractive Term: D. = ai+bi[ln(pLabA.)11P 1

f
a .b B B  .in millibarns: in GeV/c,
i- i'  P' pp ' PLab'ci

·                                                                                                                                                                                                                          -n
(NOTE: a is fit without a term B p in this case)

PP PP Lab

a.=17.3t.1 a =21.8t.3 ai=38.3*.11                                  i

bi=.23*.28
b.=.49t.09 bi=.44t.051

ci=7.6*6.5
c.=27.7f5.7 c.=63.2tl.5
1                                 1

di=2.02f.64 di=l.53*.25 di=2,02*.09

X2/v =.48 B =5.8*2.1 M2/v = 1.13
f

Ap

H2/v = 1.09
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Table A

GTrajectory          1           C Signature Coupling

+'f                         0                + even non-flip

.0                                           +
L                 O           +            even

+
c                 1 odd flip

w                  0 odd non-flip

0                 0                        odd

A                 1           + even flip2
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Figure Captions

1)              6 11['f)   S      G: -1'   -    6-7f
. 'The details of the fit to the p are described in

Tables 1 and 2. The data are from Rei. 2.

2)       A (1<'19 =  02-  -  6-2+16
fit to determine'the w parameters. The p para-

+
meters are taken from the fit to 8(K p), and the fit is described in Tables

1 and 2. The data are from Ref. 3.
d- i

f·,9

3)   LJ(Ff)= 9f - 6 f  fit to  lf ( - E) , +  10 (R.+-- 8)'(:i
+     ff

The residues are predicted from 8(A p) and 8(K p) and the fit is to P0.  The

details are in Tables 1 and 2 and che data are from Ref. 4.

4) lJT/jt), for   lr- f - 17' h The line is the prediction (2.16).  The data

are from Ref. 6.

1 5)   tul€/dtl   for  k: f = 5 f compared with the prediction from (2,17).

The data are from Ref. 10. See also the note in Ref. 11,

6)  The phase of the forward amplitude for K P +K P, compared with the prediction

from (2.17). The data are from Ref, 10,

7)    ( r/lt)e    for   T[-f =l n -0 11 +n .
The line is the prediction (2,22).

The data are from Ref. 12:

8)      ((ir/jt)      for K-r-->12-bn (solid points)  and  K n - K'p (open points).compared

with the prediction (2.26).  The data are from Ref. 15 (K-p) and Ref. 16 (K n).
-    -

9)   61£/,12)   for   fn = n F (solid points)  and  pp + nn (open points) compared
D

with the p-A2 contrioution predicted from Eqn, (2,26).  The data are from Ref. 19

(pn) and Ref. 20 (Bp).

10) oK+P:  The curve is the result of the fit (3-3) and the data are from Ref.27.

11) 0+ ,  The curve is the fit (3-3) and the data are from Ref,28,
r P

12) c .  The curve is the fit (3-3) and the data are from Ref.29.
PP

13) 3-_ upper Eurve and c lower curve. The data are from Denisov et. al, Ref.2
pu                   pD

and Carroll et.al., Ref.1.  The curves represent the predicted cross-sections.

14) (TiD'  Same as in Fig,13.

15) 0 -  upper curve and 0 +  lower curve. Same as in Fig.13.K D K D

B)  Theoretical predictions for secondary Regge residues.
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